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Abstract 
Talcott, C., A theory of binding structures and applications to rewriting, Theoretical Computer 
Science 112 (1993) 99-143. 
In this paper we present a theory of binding structures, and give examples of its application to 
rewriting. We define the set of binding structures as an abstract algebra, and define a general notion 
of parameterized homomorphism. A variety of operations on binding structures are presented as 
homomorphisms, and a collection of properties useful for developing applications is given, Three 
applications are presented: a generalized notion of term rewriting; a theory of unification for binding 
structures; and a set of structures and primitive rules intended to serve as a basis for design of 
rewriting components for (quantified) first-order reasoning systems. 
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1. Overview 
The motivation for our work on binding structures comes from an interest in 
building tools such as theorem provers, rewriters, program transformers, static ana- 
lyzers, evaluators, etc. These tools manipulate data structures that represent symbolic 
structures such as programs, logical formulae, derivations, specifications and mod- 
ules. Many of these symbolic structures embody notions of binding.’ Rules for 
transforming these structures are often expressed informally as schemata. Schemata 
(syntactic contexts) contain meta-variables (holes) standing for substructures that 
have been removed, or not yet filled in. Instantiation of meta-variables (filling holes) is 
a mechanism for capturing free variables, in contrast to substitution for free variables, 
or instantiation of bound variables which avoid capture. The transformation rules 
often have associated hygiene side-conditions to avoid unintended modification of 
binding relations. Specification and implementation of hygiene conditions is a fre- 
quent source of error. Other sorts of side conditions on rules involve occurrences, for 
example, requiring that a variable occur at most once or that a formula occur only 
positively. It is also important to be able to describe operations or sites for rule 
applications in terms of sets of occurrences (paths) in a structure. Finally, in develop- 
ing efficient programs for manipulation of symbolic structures it is important to be 
able to express sharing and updating optimizations for algorithms, and to have a clear 
semantics of the structures that support such optimizations. 
Binding structures enrich traditional abstract data types by providing support for 
representing binding mechanisms and schematic presentations. As these structures are 
intended for implementation, we follow de Bruijn [S] in using a nameless representa- 
tion of bound variables. De Bruijn notation has very clean algebraic properties, and is 
well-suited to mechanization. A more readable notation for binding structures, using 
named bound variables, is given in 1261. Binding structures provide for named free 
variables, nameless bound variables, and holes in a single framework. They include 
1 We use the term binding in the sense that free occurrences of a variable are bound in the scope of 
binding operators such as lambda abstraction or universal quantification, or assumptions are bound at 
discharge points in natural deduction proofs. The notion of binding as a map from identifiers to locations or 
actual values, commonly used in language implementation, is a distinct, although related notion. 
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the meta-terms of combinatory rewriting systems [lS] with holes playing the role of 
meta-variables. Binding structures capture the essence of higher-order abstract syntax 
[ 10, 12,20,24], while presenting a first-order, structural/intensional view of binding 
and schemata. 
Binding operators are the key ingredient in the construction of binding structures. 
A binding operator comes equipped with a finite set of binding indexes, a finite set of 
argument selectors, and a binding relation on (a finite set of) index-selector pairs. 
Binding indexes allow for multiple binding (keyword binding positions), argument 
selectors describe the arity of the operator (keyword arguments), and the binding 
relation specifies which indexes bind in which arguments. Binding operators general- 
ize the traditional notion of signature of an abstract data type, which has only arity 
information. For example, lambda-c syntax [21] can be represented as follows. 
Lambda abstraction is a binding operator lam with index V, argument selector B, and 
binding relation ((V, B)}. Application is an operator app with argument selectors 
((F, A)}, empty i n d ex set and empty binding relation. The let operator has index V, 
argument selectors {(B, A)} and binding relation {(V, B)}. We can generalize to n-ary 
lambda abstraction taking lam,, to be a binding operator with index set {V,, . . . , V,}, 
argument selector B, and binding relation {(Vi, B)I 1 <i<n). Other examples of 
binding operators are bounded summation over an index i of an expression e, Iye, 
and universal quantification, Qx 1.. .x,. cj. The summation binding operator sum has 
index I, argument selector B, and binding relation {(I, B)}. An n-ary universal 
quantification binding operator all, has index set (1, . . . , n}, argument selector M, and 
binding relation {(i M) / 1 < i < n}. 
Binding structures are generated from free variables, bound variables, and holes by 
binding operator application. The intuition is that a binding structure is a tree with 
labeled nodes and edges. Nodes are labeled by constructor information. Edges coming 
out of a binding operator application are labeled by its argument selectors. A tree 
node can be identified by a sequence of edges (written as an identifier string). 
The binding structure term app(F:fv(f), A:fv(x)) denotes the tree of picture (0). It 
has nodes {mt, F, Af with labels {app, fv( f), fv( x)}, respectively. mt is the empty 
sequence, identifying the root node of the tree. fv( f) is a free variable with identifier f. 
It is the argument selected by F. The traditional notation for (0) isf(x). 
The binding structure term lam (B: app(F: fv( f), A: bv(BA, V))) denotes the tree of 
picture (1). This tree has nodes {mt, B, BF, BA} with labels {lam, app, fv( f), 
“PP lam 
I 
fv(f > fv(x) 
F , “‘; A 
(0) 
fv(f) bv(BA,V) 
(1) 
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bv(BA, V)}, respectively. bv(BA, V) is a bound variable with binding path BA and 
binding index V. We call this pair a binding point. Following the binding path, in 
reverse order, up the tree we see that this variable is bound at the root (the node mt). 
The traditional notation for (1) is i.x.f(s) (for any variable x). Relative to the app 
substructure app(F: fv( f), A: bv( BA, V)) we say that bv( BA, V) is externally bound 
at B, the external segment of its binding path. We call the free and externally bound 
variables of a structure its visible variables. They are accessible from outside the 
structure, and available for replacement. As an example of multiple binding, the 
binding structure term lam, (B: app( F: bv( BF, VI), A: bv( BA, V,))) represents 
ibJ x. f(x). 
A hole has an identifier and an associated substitution mapping identifiers to 
binding structures. Holes provide a mechanism for trapping free variables, and the 
associated substitution provides a means of specifying what is to be trapped, and how. 
This allows hygiene conditions to be expressed directly, as part of the structure, rather 
than as side conditions. It also allows these conditions to be expressed positively in 
terms of what should be trapped, rather than negatively in terms of what trapping 
must be avoided. Nodes corresponding to a hole with identifier i are labeled by hoi(i). 
Edges coming out of a hole are labeled by identifiers in the domain of the associated 
substitution. 
The binding structure term app( F: fv( f), A: hol(0, 8)) denotes the tree in picture (2). 
hol(0, 0) is a hole with identifier 0, and empty substitution map. The empty substitu- 
tion specifies that no trapping will occur when the hole is filled. The traditional 
notation for (2) is .f‘( [ ] ). 
The binding structure term lam (B: app (F: fv( f), A: hol(0, {x := bv( BA, V)} ))) de- 
notes the tree in picture (3). The substitution {x := bv( BA, V)} associated with the 
hole is represented by the subtree bv( BA, V) occurring below the hole along the edge 
labeled x. It specifies that occurrences of free variables with identifier x are to be 
bound at the node reached by going up from the hole along A and then along B. No 
other trapping can occur. The traditional notation for (3) is ix. ,f( [I ] ). 
We define a variety of operations by structural recursion on binding structures. 
These include operations for replacing visible variables, for filling holes, and for 
am 
F/ \A 
fv(f > hoi(O) 
lam 
I 
F , -“\ A 
fv(f) hoi(0) 
I X 
bv(BA ,V) 
(2) (3) 
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collecting information such as the sets of free or externally bound variables occurring 
in a structure. These operations are essentially homomorphic extensions of maps on 
identifiers, and binding points. We say “essentially” because of the need for adjust- 
ment of external binding points when commuting with a binding operator application 
(see below). The uniformity of these extensions is captured by defining a structural 
recursion functional horn. 
Substitution &(a, /I) replaces free variables of the binding structure /3 using the 
substitution map CJ from identifiers to binding structures. At a hole the substitution 
being applied is composed with the substitution associated with the hole. Unbinding 
ub(c, /I) replaces externally bound variables of the binding structure /3 using the 
unbinding map c from binding points to binding structures. At a hole, unbinding is 
applied pointwise to the range of the associated substitution. Fillingfil(cp, /3) replaces 
holes of /I, using the filling map CJI from identifiers to binding structures. To fill a hole, 
the substitution associated with that hole is filled pointwise, and the resulting sub- 
stitution is applied to the binding structure determined by the hole’s identifier 
and the filling map. For example, if q(O)= fv(x) and g has no holes, then 
Jl(cp, hol(0, a))=sb(a, fv( x)). Having both free and bound variables provides for 
clean separation of concerns. Free variables are used to specify trapping and bound 
variables are used to specify binding relations that remain invariant. Substitution can 
be used to describe the abstraction operation (replacing free variables by bound 
variables), while beta conversion and other forms of bound variable instantiation are 
described using unbinding. Hole filling is used for instantiation of schema. 
When applying a replacement operation to a component of a binding operator 
application, the external binding points in the replacement maps must be adjusted to 
account for the insertion of the component selector into the path to the external 
binding node. For example, CJ = (x:= bv(B, V)} specifies that occurrences of fv( x) are 
to be replaced by a variable bound externally at (B, V). Thus, an occurrence of fv(x) at 
A must be replaced by bv(BA,V), which is bv(B, V) with its binding path adjusted 
downwards by A (written bv( B, V) J A). Dually, [ = {(B, V):= fv(x)} specifies that 
occurrences of variables bound externally at (B,V) are to be replaced by fv(x). For 
example, 
ub(i,app(F:fv(f), A:bv(BA,V)))=app(F:fv(f), A:ub([UA,bv(BA,V))), 
where ~~A={(B,V)~A:=fv(x)}={(BA,V):=fv(x)}. 
Holes and their associated substitutions allow a wide range of transformations to 
be expressed easily, and without recourse to hygiene conditions. Transformations can 
be applied uniformly to structures with holes, thus providing a very useful form of 
schematic reasoning. Schematic reduction relations expressed in this manner include 
the combinatory rewriting systems of Klop [15]. 
The notion of unification of algebraic terms extends naturally to binding structures, 
using substitution, unbinding or a combination of the two. For pure structural 
unification there is a most general unifier, and the method of unification by transform- 
ing systems of equations can be extended to binding structures. These results also 
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extend to unification by filling holes, with certain restrictions on the substitutions 
associated with unifiable holes. This form of unification corresponds to a fragment of 
higher-order unification similar to Miller’s Do-unification [2O]. 
To see how binding structures work in practice, we have developed a description of 
the rewriting component of the EKL proof checker [13,14]. This example shows how 
problems such as renaming, keeping track of existential and universal variables, 
allowing for variables in the hypothesis of a rewrite rule that do not appear in the 
conclusion, and delayed solution of unification problems can be handled using 
binding structures. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the set of 
binding structures as an abstract algebra. In Section 3 we define a general notion of 
parameterized homomorphism. A variety of operations, including the replacement 
operations are presented as instances of the homomorphism scheme, and a collection 
of useful properties are summarized. In Section 4 we introduce a form of generalized 
term rewriting which we call uniform reduction and state a key property of such 
relations that is essential for schematic reasoning. In Section 5 we define two notions 
of unification for binding structures, and present methods for finding most general 
unifiers based on transforming equation systems to solved form. In Section 6 we 
illustrate the use of binding structures to represent rewriting structures for classical 
first-order logic, and provide a set of primitive transformation rules intended to serve 
as a basis for design of rewriting algorithms. In Section 7 we discuss related and future 
work. The reader should keep in mind that binding structures are intended not as an 
interactive interface to humans, but as a means to facilitate mechanical manipulation 
of syntactic entities, and for humans to describe such manipulations to machines. 
We conclude this section with a summary of notation. Let X, Y, X 1, . . ,X, be sets. 
We specify meta-variable conventions in the form: let x range over X, which should be 
read as: the meta-variable x and decorated variants such as x’, x0, . . , range over the 
set X. P,[X] is the set of finite subsets of X. X, x ... xX, is the set of n-tuples 
(xi, . ,x,) with xi~Xi for 1 <i < n. We also use a dependent product notation. For 
example, if E(x) is a family of sets indexed by XEX, then (xEX) x E(x) is the set of pairs 
(x, y) with .xgX and ygE(x). X * is the set of finite sequences from X. mt is the empty 
sequence, and X + is the set of nonempty sequences. If u = [xk ( k cm], w = [x,+[ 1 I < n], 
we write [u, MY] for [xk 1 k < II + m]. Notationally, we do not distinguish elements x of 
X from singleton sequences [xl. Thus, we write [x, u] for [x,x0, . . . , x,_ 1], and [u,x] 
for [.x0, . , x,- 1,x]. We distinguish sequences and tuples since sequences are in- 
tended to be used as strings over some alphabet with concatenation as the principle 
combining operation, while tuples give rise to a tree structure with tupling as the 
principle combining operation. X -+ Y is the set of (total) functions from X to Y. For 
any function JT let dam(f) denote the domain of ,f: Let Jf’ be functions, then ,f’ of 
is the compositionffollowed byf’, and f’ofis the join of fand f’ with right adjunct 
taking precedence. Thus, (f’af)(x)=f(x) if xEdom(,f), and (.f’o.f)(x)=f’(x) if 
xEdom(f’)-dom(f’). If e is an expression with free variable x, then Ax~x.e is the 
function fwith domain X such that f(x)=e for XEX. Flnap [X, Y] is the set of finite 
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maps from X to Y. 8 is the finite map with empty domain, and we write 
{xl:=yl, . . ..x.:= y,} for the map p with domain {x1, . . . ,x”} such that p(Xi)= yi for 
1 Qi<?Z. 
2. An algebra of binding structures 
In this section we describe binding operations, binding paths, and the binding 
structure algebra constructors. We begin with countable sets of identifiers Id, indices 
Ix, and selectors Sel, and we let i,j range over Id, v range over Ix, and s range over Sel. 
These sets need not be disjoint. They could all be equal to the set of natural numbers, 
but this would be needlessly parsimonious. 
2.1. Operations 
We fix a set of operations Op and let o range over Op. For o~Op, bdrs(o)EP, [Ix] 
is the set of binding indices (binders), args(o)EP, [Sell is the set of argument selectors, 
and brel(o)EP,[bdrs(o) x args(o)] is the binding relation. For example, the pure 
lambda-c calculus syntax is given by the operators app, lam, and let, specified by the 
following table. 
Name bdrs args brel 
app 8 {F,A) 
lam iv> {B) {(V!B): 
1st {V> {A& {(V)} 
2.2. Binding points and binding paths 
A binding point is a binding path together with a binding index. Binding points are 
the data from which bound variables are constructed. In a bound variable occurrence, 
the binding path determines the occurrence in a binding structure at which the variable 
is bound. The binding index determines which binder of the operator labeling the 
binding node is doing the binding. We let Path be the set of paths, Bp the set of 
binding paths. Bpt the set of binding points. We will represent paths as finite 
sequences of selectors, and binding paths as nonempty paths. In particular, using our 
convention that elements are also singleton sequences, a selector s represents a bind- 
ing path (describing the node directly above). 
Definition (Binding paths and points). 
Path = Se1 *, Bp=Sel+, Bpt = Bp x Ix. 
We let p range over Path, q range over Bp, and b range over Bpt. 
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For the purpose of determining the referenced node, a path can be represented 
equally well by a sequence of selectors or by the length of the path. To capture this 
abstract view of paths, we let d (c) be the reflexive (irreflexive) pre-ordering on 
sequences according to length, and let = be the corresponding equivalence relation. 
We also use = to denote the induced equivalence relation on binding points. 
Representing paths as sequences of selectors gives a natural geometrical meaning to 
the manipulation of binding paths and structures. Taking the abstract view avoids 
dealing with needless details. 
2.3. Binding structure constructors 
Binding structures are free variables, bound variables, holes, or binding operator 
applications. fv(i) is a free variable with identifier i. bv(h) is a bound variable with 
binding point b. hol(i, a) is a hole with identifier i and substitution map (r mapping 
identifiers to binding structures. bo(o,p) is a binding operator application with 
argument map p from the selectors of o to binding structures. 
Definition (Binding structures). The set of binding structures B is the least set closed 
under the following constructions: 
(fv) fvE[Id-+B], 
(bv) bvs[Bpt+B], 
(hol) hok[Id x Fmap[Id,B]+B], 
(bo) boE[(oEOp) x [args(o)-+B]+B]. 
We let b range over B, p range over Fmap [Sel, B], and o range over Fmap[Id,B]. 
Two binding structures are considered equal just if they have the same construction 
modulo the equivalence = on binding points. Thus, B is freely generated over Op, Id 
and Bpt (modulo =) by the operations fv, bv, hoi, and bo. 
2.3.1. Example structures 
We reconsider the example structures of Section 1. We use identifiers in this font 
to name particular binding structures. In concrete notation we write @m(B:/?) for 
bo(lam, {B:=fl)), and similarly for other operators. Also, we often use standard 
argument order, and omit selectors. Thus, lam(p) abbreviates lam(B:p) and 
let(PI, /I,,) abbreviates let(A: PI, B: /IO). 
bxo = app( fv( f), fv(x)), bx 1 = app( fv( f), bv( BA, V)). 
bx, represents f(x) and lam(bx,) represents &.f(x) (and any alpha variant), while 
lam(bxo) represents nz.f(x) for any z distinct from x. 
bx,=app(fv(f),hol(O,@)), bx,=app(fv(f),hol(O,{x:=bv(BA,V)})). 
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bxz represents f( [ 1) and lam(bx3) represents Ax.f([T I), but bxl,bxg, and 
lam(bx,) have no natural counterparts in traditional notation. Note that application 
of lam to a binding structure binds variables externally bound at (B,V) within that 
structure. Free variables and holes are not effected by application of a binding 
operator. 
We will not formalize the interpretation of binding structures as trees in this paper 
(cf. [26]). However, we will make use of the notion of occurrences. Any structure 
occurs at mt in itself. If o is a binding operator, ,u a map from selectors to binding 
structures, and sgargs(o), then any structure that occurs at path p in p(s) also occurs 
at path [s,p] in bo(o,p). If i is an identifier, CJ a map from identifiers to binding 
structures, andjEdom(a), then any structure that occurs at path p in o(j) also occurs 
at path [j,p] in hol(i, 0). For example, fv(x) occurs at A in bx, and at BA in 
lam(bxO). bv(BA,V) occurs at A in PI and at Ax in bx3. hol(O,@) occurs at A 
in bxZ. 
3. Structural recursion on binding structures 
In this section we define horn, a parameterized homomorphism functional on 
binding structures. This functional serves as a general schema for structural recursion. 
The key difference between this schema and structural recursion for abstract data 
types is that binding relations must be accounted for. Thus, the recursion scheme 
involves both parameterized constructors, corresponding to the four binding struc- 
ture constructors, and adjustors, one for holes and one for binding operation applica- 
tions, to keep track of context information. We use horn to define the adjustment 
and replacement operations. horn can also be used to define a wide range of 
attributes/properties. To illustrate this, we define operations that compute free- 
variable identifiers, external binding points, and tree domains. We conclude by 
stating a number of laws regarding composition of adjustment and replacement 
operations. 
3.1. The parameterized homomorphism scheme 
Let 2, U be any sets (parameters and target). Let F =( Ff,, Fbv, Fhol, F,,,,), and 
A =(Aho,, ADo) be tuples of functions of the following sorts. 
F,E[.Z x Id+ U], F,,,E[Z x Id x Fmap[Id, U]-+U], 
F~~E[Z x Bpt+ U-J, Fbo~[Z x 0~0p x [args(o)-U]-+U], 
A,,,E[Z x Id-Z], A,,E[Z x 060~ x args(o)+Z]. 
The mapping hom(F, A) from Z x B to U is defined, by induction on binding struc- 
tures, as follows 
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Definition (horn). 
kom(F, A)(z, fv(i)) = F,(z, i), 
hom(F, A)(z,bv(b))=F,,(z, b), 
hom(F, A)(z, hol(i, a)) = Fhol(z, i, ijEdom(o). kom(F, A)(A.,,(z, j), o( j))), 
kom(F, A)(z, bo(o, p))= Fbo(z, o, 2sEargs( o).kom(F, A)(A,,(z, s), p(s))). 
3.2. Example homomorphisms 
We now define a variety of useful operations on binding structures as homo- 
morphisms: 
l Adjustment of external binding point segments-operations used to preserve bind- 
ing relations when substructures are moved relative to a containing structure. 
l Substitution for free variables and unbinding of externally bound variables-opera- 
tions that replace visible variables by arbitrary binding structures without pertur- 
bing existing binding relations or establishing new binding relations (trapping). 
l Filling of holes-a mechanism for placing structures in a binding context and 
establishing new binding relations. 
l Computing sets of free-variable identifiers and external binding points (visible 
variables). 
l Computing the tree domain (set of nodes or occurrences). 
In the first three cases the homomorphisms map binding structures to binding 
structures. The last two cases are examples of homomorphisms from binding struc- 
tures to other domains (sets of visible variables and nodes). In all but the last case the 
parameter adjustment at holes is trivial. The tree domain computation illustrates the 
use of parameter adjustment at holes. 
3.2.1. Adjustment 
Adjustment operations are ubiquitous in the theory of binding structures. They are 
used in defining replacement operations and in deriving equations from reduction 
rules. They are required as a consequence of the choice to represent binding relations 
as structural relations rather than using names. Adjustments replace renaming of 
bound variables as a bookkeeping mechanism (an algebra of hygiene). We first define 
adjustment operations on binding paths and points. We then use horn to lift these 
operations to binding structures. 
Let the bound variable bv(q, v) occur in a structure at p. If 4 d p, then q refers to an 
internal node of the structure. If q > p, then q refers to a node external to the structure. 
When a binding structure is moved relative to its external binding context, external 
binding points must be correspondingly adjusted to preserve binding relations. The 
adjustment operations q J(p’, p) and q T(p’, p) are defined on binding paths (and 
binding points) module =. q J(p’, p) adjusts for (rigid) motion of a structure contain- 
ing q with root described by p down path p’ and q 7 (p’, p) adjusts for motion up along 
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p’. The adjustments are determined by the requirements that internal binding points 
refer to the same internal nodes and external binding points refer to the same external 
nodes before and after the move. For example, consider the following instance of the 
let rearrangement rule 
(let{x:=y)x)z++let{x:=y}x(z) 
applied in a context J.y.J.z.[ 1. In binding structure notation this becomes 
app( let(bv( BBFA, V), bv( B, V)), bv( BA, V)) 
H 
let(bv(BBA, V), app(bv(BF,V), bv(BBA, V))))) 
or in pictures, making the outer context explicit 
I B 
I B >> I B 
am 
F/ \A 
let bv(BA,V) 
A/ \B 
bv(BBFA,V)- bv(B,V) 
let 
“/ \B 
bv(BBA,V) 
F / “‘\ A 
bv(BF,V) bv(BBA,V) 
The let at BBF is moved up along F. The bv at A within the let is bound at the outer 
lam. To preserve this relation, the binding point must be adjusted by deleting F from 
the path: BBFAf (F, A)= BBA. The app at BB is moved down along B. The bv 
occurring at A within the app is bound at the inner lam. To preserve this relation, the 
binding point must be adjusted by inserting B into the path: BAJ(B,A)= BBA. 
Definition (Adjustment of p&s). 
4l(P’f P)’ 
i 
q 
if q<p, 
CS,P~,P’,PI if ~-CS,P~,P~, 
(au) 1 (P’> P) = (4 1 (P’, PI, 4, 
1 
4 if q<p, 
qr(P’YP)= CS,Pl if 4 = Cs, po, PI, p. <P’, (43 4 1 (P’T PI = (4 t (P’> Ph 0). 
cs, PO3 PI if q=Cs,po,p’,pl, 
The adjustment operations compose and commute according to the following 
equations. 
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Theorem (adj). 
(ld) ql(Po,P)~(P1,P)-ql(CPo,P1I,P), 
(Iu) 4f(Po,P)f(P1,P)-qr(CPo,P11,P), 
(2d) ~~(P~~CP’>PI)~(P~>P)=~~(P~,P)~(P~,CP’>P~,PI), 
(2u) 4f(P1,P)f(Po,CP’,P1)~4r(Po,CP’,P1,Pl)r(P1,P), 
(3) 4l(P’>P)T(P’>P)-4. 
Note that the dual of (adj .3) does not hold since [s, p] r [s’, p] 1 [s’, p] = [s, s’, p]. In 
the above example this phenomenon is illustrated by the upward and downward 
adjustment by (B,ABF). The adjustment operations, SE{ 1, r }, are lifted to binding 
structures as follows. 
Definition (Adjustment lifted to binding structures) 
BUq, PI = hom(F *, A *, (4, P), BX 
where Z * = Bp x Path, U * = B, and F * and A1 are defined as follows: 
F iV = Lz, i . fv(i), F;,=Az, b. bv(a(b, z)), 
F k,, = iz, i, O. hol(i, CJ), FiO = iz, o, p. bo(o, p), 
A~ol=l~,i.~, A~,=~~(q,p),o,s.(q,C~,sl). 
We write q 1 p for q L (p, mt), and q tp for q r (p, mt). Similar abbreviations are used for 
adjustments of binding structures. From the definition of horn we see that adjustment 
satisfies the following equations. 
Lemma (Adjustment equations). 
fv(i) 1 (4, p) = fv(i), 
Wb) l(q, P) = Wb Ita PI)> 
haW, 4 2(q, P) = halti, ~j~domW.o(j) lb, PI), 
bob cl) I(q, p)=bo(o, ~s~domb4.A~) Ih CP, ~1)). 
Adjustments lifted to binding structures compose and commute according to the 
same laws as for adjustment of binding paths. 
3.2.2. Substitution and unbinding 
The traditional substitution operation splits into two facets in the binding structure 
world: sb (substitution for free variables), and ub (unbinding of bound variables). su 
combines these two facets as a uniform replacement operation for visible variables. 
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Let I be one of {sb, ub, su}, then YEM’ x B -+B, where M’ is the set of replacement 
maps appropriate for r defined as follows. 
Definition (Substitution and unbinding maps). 
Msb=Fmap[Id,B], Mub=Fmap[Bpt,B], M”“=Fmap[IduBpt,B]. 
We let CJ range over Msb, i range over Mub and p range over M”“. 
To simplify notation, we extend downward adjustment operations to replacement 
maps. To do this we first extend adjustment (trivially) to identifiers, and to sets of 
identifiers and binding points. 
Definition (Adjustment of maps). For iEId, X~f’,[IduBpt], and ,uL,eM’ 
i1(4,p)=C 
xl(%P)= {X1(% P)l-=-U? 
We define su using horn and take sb and ub to be restrictions of su to substitution and 
unbinding maps, respectively. They could also be defined directly using horn. 
Definition (Substitution and unbinding homomorphism). 
su = horn (F “, A”“), 
where 2”” = M”“, Us”= B, and F”“, A”” are defined as follows: 
Fg=da,i.(fvao)(i), F;=;la,b.(bvoa)(b), 
F “,“,, = ia, i, CT’. hol(i, cu CJ’), F:O=la,o,~.bo(o,~), 
A rOol = 20, i .c7, A;=~a,o,s.cr~s. 
Example (Substitution and unbinding). We can analyze the example structures 
bxo,bx,,bx2, bx,, using substitution and unbinding. For the convenience of the 
readers we recall that 
bxo = am( fv( f), fv( x I), bxl = am ( fv( f), bv( BA, VI), 
bx2 = app( fv(f), hol(O,@)), bx, = app( fv(f), hol(0, (x:=bv(BA,V)})). 
Let G= {x:= bv(BA, V)). Substitution using CJ specifies that occurrences of fv(x) 
are to be bound externally at (B,V). Applying lam to the result of applying o to 
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a binding structure represents lambda abstraction with respect to x. For example, 
s~(~,nxO)=s~(~, app(fv(f),fv(x))) 
=app(sb(oUF,fv(f)), sb(al,lA,fv(x)))=bxI, 
sb(a, bxZ) = &(a, app( fv( f), hol(O, 8)) = bxj. 
Thus from the representation of f(x), bxO, we obtain the representation lam(sb(o, 
bx,)) of Ax.f(x), and from the representation of f([ I), bx2, we obtain the repres- 
entation lam(sb(o, bx2)) of I.x.f( [ ] ). 
Let { = { (B,V) := fv( x)}. Unbinding using [ replaces variables in fl bound by 
the outer lam in lam( /I) by fv( x). This corresponds to beta-conversion of 
app( lam(b), fv( x)). For example, 
ub(i,bxI)=ub([,app(fv(f),bv(BA,V)))=bxO. 
Finally, let p = ( f := lam( bv( B, V)), (B, V) := fv( x)}. Then 
su(p,bx,)=app(lam(bv(B,V)), fv(x)) 
and we see that p is a solution to the problem of finding a replacement map with 
domain { f, (B,V)} solving the equation bx, = app(lam(bv(B,V)), fv( x)). 
3.2.3. Filling 
Filling holes is also a form of replacement. We have separated it from substitution 
and unbinding as it has rather different properties. Substitution and unbinding 
preserve binding relations, while design filling introduces new binding (trapping). The 
trapping is specified by the substitution associated with each hole occurrence. The set 
Mfi’ of replacement maps appropriate for filling is defined as follows. 
Definition (Filling maps). 
A4 Sir = Fmap [Id, B]. 
We let cp range over Mfif. Adjustments lift to filling maps as for substitution and 
unbinding maps. fir EM fir x B+B is the replacement homomorphism defined as 
follows. 
Definition (j/). 
jl=hom(Ffif A , fil ) 
where Zfi’=Mfif, U/“=B and Ffi’, ASif are defined as follows: 
F~~=I.~,i.fv(i), F:t=kp,b.bv(b), 
F{t=Aq,i,cr.sb(a,(mthocp))(i), F{i=%cp,o,p.bo(o,p), 
Afir 
hol = G, i .a A~~=E.cp,o,s.~i~dom(cp).cp(i)ls, 
where mth= 1-i. hol(i, 0). 
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Lemma (fil). It is easy to see thatjl satisjies the following equations: 
.N(cp, fW))= fv(i), 
Jib bv(q, 0)) = bv(q> u), 
jl(cp, hol(i, 0)) = 
{ 
sb(;ijedom(a).fil(q, o(j)), cp(i)) if iedom(cp), 
hol(i, Ajcdom(a’).fil(q, o’(j))) if i$dom(cp), 
fil(cp,bo(o, ti))=bo(o, l,s~dom(~).~fil(cpUs,~(s)). 
Example (Filling). Note that the adjustment of the filling map in the equation for the 
binding operator application insures that variables externally bound in the range of 
the filling map remain externally bound (are not trapped). 
$fil({O:=bv(B,V)},lam(hol(O,o))) 
= lam (_/I/( { 0 := bv( BB, V)], lam (hol(0, a)))) 
= lam (bv( BB, V)). 
Also, filling a hole with an empty substitution never results in trapping. 
.Mcp, lam(hol(0,0)))=lam(~fil(cpUB), ho1 640)) 
= lam (N0, v(O)1 B)) 
= lam (q(O) 1 B). 
Recall that, (p(O)1 B has no variables bound externally at (B,V). Returning to the 
examples of the introduction, 
Ji~({O:=fv(x)),lam(bx~))=lam(Ji~({~:=fv(x)},bx~))=lam(bx,). 
In contrast, since the substitution associated with the hole in bxJ specifies that x is to 
be bound externally at (B, V), filling lam (bxj) results in occurrences of fv( x) being 
bound at the lam node. For example, 
3.2.4. Collecting information 
Two homomorphisms that collect information rather than produce binding struc- 
tures are:fiZ, which returns the set of free-variable identifiers occurring in a binding 
structure, and buX, which returns the set of external binding points occurring in 
a binding structure (relative to path p). For ease of reading, we give the defining 
equations directly. It is easy to construct the corresponding definitions in terms 
of horn. 
Definition (fil, buX). fiIe[B-+P,[Id]] and buXE[Path x B+P,[Bpt]] are defined 
by 
fif( fv(i))= { i}, fv~(hol(i,~))= UjGdom(a) fur(M), 
fil( bv(b)) = { >, fcl(bo (0, p))= u yEaTgS,o, fuI(&)), 
bQX(P, W) = { >, “X(P,ho’(‘,~))=Uj~,o,c,,bvX(P,a(j)), 
if brzJz=b, 
otherwise, 
Example (Collecting). 
ful(bxo) = { f, xi> 
buX(bxI)=boX(bx,)= 
fuf(bx,) = i f}, 
{(B,V)}, buX(lam(bx,))= { 
As a final example we define an operation bsD that computes the set of nodes of 
a binding structure viewed as a tree. In contrast to the previous examples, the 
definition of bsD uses a nontrivial parameter adjustment at holes. 
Definition (bsD). Here UbsD = P, [.ZbsD], ZbsD= Id+Sel*, and 
where 
bsD(z, fi) = hom( F bsD, AbsD, z, /I), 
F:zD = iz, i. {z}, 
F ~~~=~“Z,i,~.{Z}uU,ed”m,o)~(j), 
F :: = l&Z, i. [z, i], 
Example (Tree domain). 
F :;=l~z,b.{z}, 
F ED = k o, p. 14 u USE args,ol~(s)v 
F ;; = l.z, 0, s. [z, s]. 
bsD(mt,bx,)={mt}ubsD(F,fv(f))ubsD(A,hol(O,{x:=bv(BA,V)})) 
={mt,F,A,Ax}. 
3.3. Properties of adjustment and replacement 
We now state some laws that characterize how adjustment and replacement 
operations compose. These laws are fundamental in the manipulation of binding 
structures. For example, they play a key role in the derivation of properties of 
conversion rules. Proofs are simple structural inductions and are omitted. 
Theorem (adj . repl). Adjustment down distributes across replacement. 
r(~‘,p)l(4,p)=r(~‘U(q,~),B~(4,~)) for r~Isb,ub,su$) and NcM’. 
We define composition of replacement maps $’ for rE{sb,ub,su,jifil} uniformly as 
follows. 
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Definition (Composing). 
pio*p; =~~o~x~dorn(~~).r(~‘,,~;(x)). 
Theorem (Composing). 
(4) (~~~,~~)u(~,P)=(l*rou(~~P))~~(~~u(~~P))~ 
(assoc) r(~~,r(~L;,P))=r(~rgo,~rl,B). 
Corollary (Composing). 
(~*bol~~)ol~u;=~~o,(~;ol~(;) and Nor’i)=‘8orp*=N. 
Thus, replacement map composition satisfies associativity, and empty maps serve as 
left and right identity as usual. An important consequence of our representation of 
holes using associated substitutions is that applications of filling maps can be uni- 
formly moved across substitutions. 
Theorem (fil. sb). 
$l(cp, W, p))=sb(l.iEdom(o).~fil(cp, 4i)),$Ucp, B)). 
As an illustration, we return to the substitution and$lling examples given above. Let 
cp=(O:=fv(x)) and 0=(x:= bv(BA, V)}. Then 
$l(q, lam (bx3))=jif(q, lam (sb(o, bx2))) % by the substitution example 
= ~am(.Mcp, sb(a, N))) % since cpJB=cp 
= lam(sb(cMcp, bxd)) % by (fir. sb), since ~7 has no holes 
= lam (sb(a, bx,)) % by jlling example 
=lam(bx,) % by the substitution example. 
Composition laws for substitution and unbinding are given in the next two 
theorems. 
Theorem (sb. ub). 
sb((i:=p,), ub((b:=fv(i)}, @)=ub(jb:=/?,,}, p)) % provided i$fvZ(/3). 
Theorem (ub. sb). 
ub({(Cs,~l,v):=Pol(~,~)}, sK{i:=(Cs,pl,v)), Bl(s,p)))=sb((i:=B,),P)l(s,p). 
The use of p = pJ(s, p) in the statement of (ub. sb) is equivalent to requiring p’ to have 
no externally bound variables at s relative to p. This is the analog to the proviso that 
i not be a free-variable identifier in the statement of (sb.ub). A consequence of 
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(sb.ub, ub.sb) is that substitution, used to specify binding of free variables, and 
unbinding, used to replace externally bound variables by free variables, are inverse 
operations (under suitable hygiene conditions). 
4. Representing conversion rules 
In this section we describe a generalized form of term rewriting that we call uniform 
reduction. This generalizes the notion of combinatory rewriting system [15] in that we 
specifically provide for rewriting structures that may contain holes, and we make no 
restrictions on the substitutions associated with holes. This allows us to consider more 
forms of rewriting, but, of course, we can prove fewer properties of unrestricted 
uniform reduction. Combinatory rewriting systems subsume traditional term rewrit- 
ing systems as well as reduction relations defined by schematic reduction rules, such as 
those of the lambda calculus [2]. 
The idea of uniform reduction is to represent rules as directed equations between 
binding structure terms. Hole filling is used to obtain rule instances, and to express 
application of rules to substructures. Representation of rules using holes and their 
associated substitutions allows simple, direct expression of binding relations and 
hygiene conditions. To illustrate this idea, we consider the beta rule: (nx.e,)ez&, 
ei {x:= e2 >. This rule is expressed as a uniform reduction rule by 
/i n> ri, 
where 
Ii= app(lam(hol(1, (i:=bv(B, V)})), ho1(2,0)), 
ri=ub({(B,V):=ho1(2,0)}, hol(1, {i:=bv(B,V)})). 
Another example is the let rearrangement rule 
(Iet{x:=eO}e,)ez~let{x:=eO}(ele,) % provided x is not free in e2. 
Using holes, this rule becomes 
Ii L> ri, 
where 
li=app(let(hol(0,0), hol(1, {i:=bv(B,V)))), ho1(2,@)), 
ri=let(hol(O,@, app(hol(1, {i:=bv(BF,V))), ho1(2,0))) 
with no need for hygiene side conditions. 
Given a rule of the form li > ri, the induced conversion relation, H is the set of pairs 
(p/, pr) such that fl, =jfil(cp, li) and fl, =$fil(cp, ri) for some filling map cp and some 
identifier i. 
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Note that the identifier i is really just a matching parameter and not an essential part 
of the rule. It is used to specify the name of a free variable that is to be bound. More 
generally, a rule can be parameterized by a finite sequence of distinct identifiers. 
Example (beta conversion). 
l app( lam( bxr ), fv( x)) $+ bxO using the filling map (2 := fv( x), 1 := bxo} and taking 
i=x. 
l app(lam(bx,), bv(BA,V))Abxr using the filling map {2:=bv( B, V), 1 := 
bxo} and taking i=x. 
A more traditional schematic form of the conversion rules can be obtained by 
symbolic evaluation of the expressions fil(cp, li) and Jil(cp, ri), using the theory of 
replacement and adjustment. The result of this derivation for the above beta conver- 
sion rule is expressed in the following theorem. Details can be found in Appendix A. 
Note that this process makes the adjustments explicit. 
Theorem (beta conversion). /$ A /I, just if 
P~=aPp(lam(/3,), lj2), 
Br=ub({B, V):=Pz), Pi T(F, B))TB 
for mme /II, /I2 suck that, letting p3 = ub( (( B, V) := fv(i)}, PI t( F, B)), the following 
hold: 
(1) PI f(F, B)l(F, B)=b,> 
(2) /j~fAlA=/j~, and 
(3) PsfBlB=Ps. 
The provisos regarding pl, /I2 are essentially well-formedness conditions: (1) says 
that lam(P1) has no variables bound externally at F; (2) says that fiZ has no variables 
bound externally at A; and (3) says that if (B, u)E~uX(@, /I1 t (F, B)) then u = V. The 
adjustments in the beta-rule schema reflect the fact that external bindings in the 
substructures /?r, p2 should refer to the same external points before and after applica- 
tion of the transformation. Specifically, two edges are deleted from the path leading to 
/?i, and one edge is removed from the path leading to pZ. One of the edges deleted 
from the path leading to fil is accounted for by the adjustment f(F, B). The other must 
be accounted for after unbinding has removed binding points referring to the lam 
node. The result of unbinding is, thus, a binding structure with an extra edge in the 
path leading to it. Deletion of this edge is accounted for by applying T B to the result of 
unbinding. The schematic form of the beta rule corresponds closely to the form of the 
rule given in [ 11, (%a)b~b[a. id] if we interpret explicit substitution application [ ] 
as unbinding and note that the consing operation.on explicit substitutions incor- 
porates adjustments. 
Given a rule of the form li>ri, the induced uniform reduction relation -is defined 
by po+I1 just if 
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Note that use of substitutions associated with holes allows us to account for substitu- 
tion instances of rewrite rules neatly. Also it takes care of specifying binding relations 
between the context and the rule. A key property of uniform reduction is that it is 
preserved by hole filling. 
Theorem (Uniformity). !f- is a uniform reduction relation (defined ,from a rule of the 
form li>ri) then 
for any filling map cp. This theorem plays a key role in reasoning about properties of 
program equivalence in lambda-based languages (cf [ 161). 
For simplicity we have focused on relations generated by single rules. This easily 
generalizes to sets of rules. Our definition of reduction relation gives a parallel single 
step version. We can easily define other variants by restricting the class of context 
expressions /I. For example, sequential single-step reduction is obtained by restricting 
fi to have exactly one occurrence of a hole with identifier j. 
5. Unification for binding structures 
We consider two forms of unification for binding structures. The first form is 
unification with respect to visible variables. It is a direct generalization of the notion of 
(first-order) unification for traditional algebraic terms to solving syntactic equations 
between terms that may contain binding operations using substitution for free 
variables, and unbinding of externally bound variables. This form is adequate for 
expressing rewriting inference rules in first-order logic (as illustrated in the following 
section). The second form is unification with respect to filling of holes. This form 
corresponds to a fragment of higher-order unification that is very close to Miller’s 
bo-unification [20].’ In both cases, we follow the approach of Gallier and Snyder [7] 
which is based on the method of transformations on term systems. In this approach, 
one considers the problem of unifying a set of term pairs (solving a system of 
equations), not just a single pair. The idea is to transform a system into an equivalent 
one whose solution, or failure to have a solution, is obvious. 
5.1. An example 
To motivate the precise form of the definitions, we consider an example unification 
problem expressed using the lambda-c operators extended with an operator if. The 
2 It is straightforward to combine these into a single form of unification based on replacement of visible 
variables and holes, but for simplicity we have considered them separately. 
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operator if has selectors I, T, E and empty binders and binding relation. To state the 
problem, we define the following binding structures: 
bx,=app(fv(x), bx,), bx,=apP(bx,, fv(x)), 
where 
bxf = lam( if (bv( BI, V), fv( y), bv( BFBE, V))), 
bx, = lam( if (bv( BI, V), fv( y), fv( 2))). 
The problem is to solve the equation bx, = bx, replacing only occurrences of fv( x) 
and bv(B, v). That is, we want to find a map p with domain {x, (B, V)> such that 
sb(p, bx,)=sb(p, bx,). Since the outer operators are the same, we split this into two 
equations, one for the F argument and one for the A argument. 
fv(x) -F bxr, fv(x ) _A bx,. 
Or, expressed in terms of substitutions, we want to find p such that 
sb(pUF, fv(x))=sb(PUF, bxf), s&UA, fv(x))=sb(pUA, bx,). 
Using distributivity of adjustment over substitution, and the fact that bxf = bxfT FL F 
and bxa= bx, TAJA, this is equivalent to 
s&p, fv(x)tF)lF=sb(p, bxf)lF, s&p, fv(x))lA=s& bx,fA)lA. 
By injectivity of downward adjustment, we need only solve 
fv(x) - mt bxf t F, fv(x) -mt bx, TA. 
Using the left-hand equation in the right-hand expression, we obtain 
bx,?F -mtbx,tA 
which when expanded becomes 
lam( if(bv(B1, V), fv(y), bv(BBE, V))) 
wrnt lam( if(bv(BI, V), fv(y), fv(z))). 
Repeating the process, we split this equation and remove trivial equations, yielding 
fv( z) -BE bv( BBE, V) 
which, after factoring out adjustments as above, becomes 
bv(B, V) -mt fv(z). 
Thus, we have determined p on {x,(B, V)) as desired. Namely, 
P={x:=bxftF,(B,V):=fv(z)}. 
It is easy to check that this substitution does solve the specified problem. 
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Note that if we replace bx, by 
b& = lam( if(bv( BI, V), fv( z), fv( z))) or 
be = lam( if ( fv( x) fv( y), fv( z))), 
then unification will fail. In the bx: case we are not allowed to replace fv(y) or h(z). 
In the bx: case, we cannot solve fv(x) _=I bv(B1, V) since this would turn a free 
variable into a bound variable. 
In solving the above problem, we carried out only very simple transformations on 
a set of located equations. Namely, replacing an equation where both sides have the 
same operator by a set of equations for the corresponding arguments (suitably 
relocated), factoring out adjustments, using a solved equation, and eliminating trivial 
equations. As we will see below, these operations are sufficient to solve problems 
involving structures without holes. An additional rule allows us to unify expressions 
possibly containing holes. 
Since adjustments eventually get factored out (or disappear when trivial equations 
are eliminated) one might ask why not factor them out when they first appear (when 
an equation between binding operator applications is replaced by equations between 
corresponding components) and, thus, eliminate the need for located equations. The 
reason is that the argument ,4 along selector s may not satisfy the condition fit SJ s = /3 
which was needed to factor the adjustments out of the equations. This fails when the 
argument contains a variable bound at the binding operator application. This is the 
technical reason why unification fails when bx, is replaced by bx,* above. The simplest 
example of the problem is /?, = lam(bv(B, V)) and /$ = lam(bv(BB, V)). Clearly, these 
expressions do not unify since in /3, the variable is bound internally and in fl, the 
variable is bound externally. Also bv(B, V)l BJ B =bv(BB, V). Thus, if we simply 
applied upward adjustment to both bodies we would conclude that the two expres- 
sions were in fact the same. 
5.2. Uni$cation with respect to visible variables 
We call unification with respect to visible variables u-unijication. 
Definition (v-equation/v-system). A v-equation is an unordered pair of binding struc- 
tures together with a path. We write jJO - ,fil for the equation with binding structures 
&,, /?i and path p, ignoring the order in which the binding structures appear. 
A v-equation PO -P fil is trivial if PO and p1 are equal as binding structures. A v-system 
is a multiset of v-equations. We let S range over v-systems. 
Definition (su extended). Replacement of visible variables su is extended to equations 
by adjusting the replacement map. It is extended to v-systems pointwise. 
=4P>BO -,~1)==4PUP,Po) -,=4PuP,PIx MA S)= (4p(4Ne+. 
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Definition (v-unijcation problem, v-unijer). A v-unijcation problem (S, X) is a v-system 
together with a finite subset of Id + Bpt. A solution to a v-unification problem (S, X), 
a u-unifier, is a map p with domain X such that su(p, S) contains only trivial equations. 
The rules given in (v-rules) below preserve the set of v-unifiers and provide a means 
for transforming a v-unification problem into solved form or for discovering a witness 
to failure. (See Appendix B for definitions and proofs). 
Definition (u-rules). 
(1) Su{P -,BI++xS. 
(2) Su {mk’(x) -mt PI +ksu({x:=8),S)u{mk’(x) -mtP} 
% if XEX and x$fiZ(/I)ubvX(mt, fl) 
% where mk’(x)=fv(x) if xsld, mk’(x)= bv(x) if xcBpt. 
(3) Su { hol(i, co) -P hol(i, aI)} wX 
SU{(f.,~~o)(j) -,(10, d~l)(j)ljEdom(oo)udom(aI)) 
% where I,= i.xEdom(o). fv(x). 
(4) Su {bo(o, P) -p no@, I*‘)) + SU{P(S) -[p,.,~ I*‘(S)IsEarga(o)). 
(5) Su{mk’(xlp)~p BlpI ++x Su(mk’(x) mmt PI. 
5.3. Unijcation with respect to holes 
Now we consider unification with respect to holes, which we call h-unijcation. We 
restrict the substitutions associated with unifiable holes to map identifiers to distinct 
internally bound variables. This corresponds the notion of LA term in [20], higher- 
order pattern in [23] and combinatory rule mterm in [15]. 
Definition (h-equation/h-system). Let I be a set of identifiers (the unifiable holes). An 
h-equation over I is a v-equation /IO -P /I1 satisfying the following condition. If iEZ and 
if hol(i, 0) occurs at p’ in PO or PI, then CJ is an injection and for jEdom(o) there are 
u and q d [p, p’] such that o(j)= bv(q, v). An h-system over I is a multiset of h- 
equations over I. 
Definition (jifi2 extended). The hole filling operation fil is extended to equations by 
adjusting the replacement map. It is extended to systems pointwise. 
P(cp, PO -p BI )=N(cp UP? Do)-, Mcp UP, PI )> $Z(cp, S) = { fiZ(cp, e) I =SJ. 
Definition (h-unijcation problem, h-unijer). A h-unification problem (S, I) is a finite 
subset I of Id together with an h-system S over I. A solution to an h-unification 
problem (S, I), an h-uni$er, is a map cp with domain I such that$Z(q, S) contains only 
trivial equations. 
The rules given in (h-rules) below preserve the set of h-unifiers and transform an 
h-unification problem into h-pre-solved form or expose failure. A system in h- 
pre-solved form has a nonempty set of unifiers, but may contain equations of the form 
hol(L 00) yP hol(iI, a,) and, hence, some further work is required to obtain a unifier. 
(See Appendix B for definitions and proofs.) The h-rules (l-4) are direct analogs of 
v-rules (1-4). H-rules (5.1-5.4) elaborate v-rule (5) to account for substitutions 
associated with unifiable holes. These rules are derived from rules given in [23] for the 
corresponding cases. In contrast to v-unification, the set of unifiable holes may 
expand. We write St+,,,, S’ to indicate that (S, I) is transformed to (S’, I’). 
Definition (h-rules). 
(1) SuIP -pP)w.rS. 
(2) S u { hol(i, 8) -mt B)~,.,,fil(ji:=B)rS)u{hol(i,~) -,,a} 
% if ill and fl contains no holes with identifier i. 
(3) Su (hol(i, a,,) hP hol(i, aI)) Hi,, 
Suj(l,,a~O)(j) NP(lb” a~I)(j)lj~dom(oO)udom(oI)) 
% if i$I, where 10=is~dom(a).fv(s). 
(4) SU {botch P) -,> bob, $1) bl Su {P(s)-[~.,~ $(s)ls~aW(o)). 
(5.1) Suhol(i,rr,) -,,fv(j); t-+,,,Su{hol(i,@) -,tfv(j)) 
% if ill, j$dom(o). 
(5.2a) Su {hol(i, O) -,, bv(Cq, PI, L>)) -1.1 S u { hol(i, 8) -mt bv(q, ~1) 
% if iEI 
(5.2b) Su { hol(i, a) -,, bv(y, L.)) -1.1 S u { hol(i, 8) -mt fv(j) i 
% if ill, jEdom(o), o(j)=bv(q, ~1). 
(5.3) Su {hol(i, CJ) -p hol(j, CT’)}H,,,~,,* 
Su (hol(i, a)wp hol(j, 0’)) u { hol(i, 8) -mt hol(j, o*)} 
O/o if ill, j$I, i does not occur as a hole identifier in CT’ 
% i, fresh for xEdom(o’), I* = {iJxEdom(o’)}, and 
% O* =ix~dom(a’). hol(i,, 8). 
(5.4) S u { hol(i, d -,, Wo, P)) HI./~I* 
S u { hol(i, CJ) -,, bo(o. ~1)) u { hol(i, 8) -mt bo(o, /i*) ‘i 
% if ill, i does not occur as a hole identifier in ,M, i, fresh for sEdom(p), 
O/u I*= (i,Is~dom@)) and ,~*=i,s~dom(/~).hol(i,, a,), where 
% crs is an injection with fresh domain and range 
‘/o{bv(.s, P)~(s. t:)Ebrel(n)],. 
6. Rewriting situations 
In this section we show how internal structure and rules for a rewriting-based 
inference system might be represented using binding structures. This example is based 
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on the rewriting component of EKL [13, 141. Obtaining a clear understanding of this 
code was one of the initial motivations of our work on binding structures. 
The objective of a rewriting-based inference module is to provide a mechanism 
for establishing that a formula is a consequence of a set of conditional rewrite 
rules (universally quantified implications). This is done by forming an initial re- 
writing situation and applying transformation rules, hoping to reach a situation 
which is obviously valid. A rewriting situation represents a state in the search 
space determined by the transformation rules. In our example the transformation 
rules include using a rewrite rule, decomposing a formula, and rearranging or 
normalizing the structure of a situation. Application of a rewriting rule is decomposed 
into solving a unification problem and proving the resulting consequence. These 
activities can be interleaved. The precise set of rules is not of concern here. The 
point is to show how some of the implementation issues such as renaming, keeping 
track of existential and universal variables, allowing for variables in the hypothesis 
of a rewrite rule that do not appear in the conclusion, and delayed solution 
of unification problems can be handled using binding structures. 
We begin with an informal description of rewriting situations and rules using 
traditional notation to establish intuitions. Then we give a precise definition of 
rewriting situations in terms of binding structures and present the key transformation 
rules. Appendix C contains a more complete set of rules, a sketch of a proof of 
soundness, and a simple example worked out in some detail to illustrate how the 
binding structure representation handles various hygiene and other problems. 
6.1. Rewriting situations, traditional notation 
We take the logic to be that of classical first-order predicate calculus. We assume 
given (disjoint) sets of variables, constant, function, and relation symbols. Terms and 
formulas are formed in the usual way using the logical operations A, V, 1 , V, 3, 
taking * and o to be the usual abbreviations. We let T range over terms, 9, tih, $” 
range over formulas, and X, Y, Z range over finite sets of variables. 
A rewrite rule (X, t,bh, I+F) consists of a finite set (possibly empty) of variables 
X a hypothesis formula $” and a conclusion formula rl/“. Logically, it corresponds to 
the formula VX($h~$c). 
A constraint is an unordered pair of expressions e’=e’, where the e’, er are both 
terms or both formulas. Constraint sets are interpreted as syntactic equations and 
solved using unification. 
A basic rewriting situation is a signed formula [8]““” where sgn is either 3 (positive) 
or . (negative). sgn is used to keep track of whether a formula occurs positively or 
negatively. If @, @’ are a rewriting situations and @ is a finite set of rewriting rules then 
0 F @ (implication) and @ n @’ (conjunction) are rewriting situations. If C is a finite set 
of constraints, X a finite set of variables, and @ a rewriting situation then (VX)@ and 
(3X : C) @ are rewriting situations. 
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An initial rewriting situation is of the form 0 t [ 3]” from some rewrite rule set 0. It 
asserts that the formula corresponding to 0 implies 9. The rewriter attempts to 
establish such assertions by transforming the initial situation into one whose assertion 
is obviously valid (and whose validity implies validity of the initial assertion). 
There are four groups of rules for transforming rewriting situations: rewrite applica- 
tion rules, formula decomposition rules, situation normalization rules, and validity 
detection rules. 
Rewrite application rules. The key rules for transforming rewrite situations are 
those for application of a rewrite rule. There are four rules: (setup), (solve), elim), and 
(triv). We let @ be a rewriting situation, C be a constraint set, and 0 be a rewrite rule 
set. 
l (setup) replaces the formula in a basic rewriting situation by the hypothesis of the 
rewrite rule and introduces the constraint that the original formula unify with the 
conclusion of the rewrite rule: 
ou(z,$P,$C)~[CIo]U > @u(Z,ljh,@)F(3Z’: ($T,=3})[$h,]0 
% provided Z’ is a fresh copy of Z and $5, i$j are obtained from $“, $” 
% by renaming Z to Z’. 
l (solve) replaces a constraint set by an equivalent one: 
(32: C)@ > (32: C’)@ % provided C and C’ are equivalent 
% as constraints on Z. 
l (elim) eliminates solved constraints: 
(32, z:Cu{z=7))4 > (3Z:C)(@{z:=7}) % provided z not free in C, T. 
l (triv) eliminates empty existential (when all constraints have been solved): 
Formula decomposition rules. These rules provide for rewriting subformulae of 
a given formula. This is accomplished by decomposing the formula of a basic 
situation, and recording the logical connectives in the surrounding rewrite situation. 
Situution normalizing rules. These rules allow situations to be rearranged to create 
cites for application of the rewriting rules. In particular, they allow rewrite rules to be 
pushed in to a subformula and constrained existentials to be bubbled out, combined 
with other existentials, or moved across universals when there are no dependencies. 
Vulidity detection rules. These rules provide for simplification of situations contain- 
ing true or false. They formalize the notion of “obviously” valid. 
6.2. Rewriting situations, using binding structures 
We begin by specifying the required binding operators. These consist of logical 
operators, rewrite situation operators, and operators for forming constraints and 
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finite multisets. Since one of the operations on situations is to combine adjacent 
quantifiers (used in an essential way only for existential) it is convenient to introduce 
families of n-ary quantifiers rather than having only unary quantifiers. Nat, is the set 
of natural numbers less than n. 
Definition (First-order logic operators) 
Name bdrs args brel 
VII Nat,, A ((k A)lk<n) 
3, Nat,, E {(k E)lk<n) 
1 
; O"l 
8 
A 
011 
8 
V 8 8 
In addition, we assume that there are sets F, of n-ary function symbols and R, of n-ary 
relation symbols (n-ary operators with empty binders and binding relation) with an 
equality symbol (=) among the binary operators. 
Definition (Rewrite situation operators). 
Name bdrs args brel Remarks 
Cl” 8 0 Positive sign 
Cl’ 8 0 Negative sign 
rw rrt Nat, H, C {(k H)(k C)lk<nj Rewrite rule 
n 01 
13 011 
8 Conjunction of situations 
F 
vll Nat,, A I(k.Ahn) 
Consequence 
n-ary universal 
3, Nat, E.C :(k E),(k C)lk<n} n-ary existential 
Definition (Constraint and multiset operators). 
Name bdrs args brel 
cst 01 8 
mts z i 
u 8 021 ; 
To improve readability, we will treat u as an infix operator. We treat constraints as 
unordered pairs and u this as multiset union. Thus, the phrase “equal as binding 
structures” means modulo the induced equivalence relation. 
Not all binding structures formed from the above operations are meaningful. The 
syntactic sorts of interest are: terms (Tm), substitution maps (Sb), formulas (Fm), 
rewrite rule sets (Rr), constraint sets (Cst), and rewrite situations (Rs). The rules below 
determine the well-formed structures of each sort. We add hole constructors for each 
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(syntactic sort. This amounts to partitioning the hole identifiers, for example, by 
prefixing with the sort name. We use the notation thi[a] for the hole hol(Tm.i, CJ) 
with identifier Tm.i and associated substitution cr. Similarly, for other sorts of holes. 
Substitution and unbinding maps will have ranges restricted to terms (formed from 
free variables and bound variables) and filling maps will respect sorts. 
Definition (Well-formed structures). 
Sb= Fmap[Id, Tm], 
Tm = thrd [Sb] + bv( Bpt) + fv( Id) + F,(Tm”), 
Fm=fh,,[Sb]+R,(Tm”)+l(Fm) 
Rr= rhId[Sb] + {mts) + rwrNat(Fm, Fm)+RruRr, 
Cst = chld[Sb] + { mt sS + cst( Fm, Fm) + cst(Tm, Tm) + Cst u Cst, 
Rs=[Fm]:k +sh,,[Sb]+RsnRs+RrtRs+(~Na,)Rs+(3~,tCst)Rs. 
The defined sets are the least sets satisfying the above equations. We use a double 
index convention. Thus, F,(Tm”) abbreviates UlitNat F,,(Tm”). We let z range over Tm, 
9, tih, t/P range over Fm, C range over Cst, 0 range over Rr, and @ range over Rs. 
The rewriting relation on rewrite situations is determined by a set of transformation 
rules. In traditional notation, these rule are presented schematically. In binding 
structure notation, we use holes rather than meta-variables. Rules presented in 
traditional notation can be systematically reformulated in binding structure notation 
by replacing meta-variables in rule schemata by holes of the corresponding sort. In 
determining the substitution to associate with a given hole, one need only include 
binding information for operators present in the scheme. This information is gleaned 
from side conditions and implicit binding relations. Additional binding will be 
accounted for in the context in which the rule is applied. A large collection of rules can 
be found in Appendix C. Here we present only the rewrite application rules. The rules 
are presented as uniform reduction rules generalized to allow a finite sequence of 
identifier parameters. 
Applying rewrite rules. Let I be any injective map from Nat to Id and define the 
substitution 1: by 1; = {I(j) := bv(q, j)lj < n}. The rewrite application rules are: 
(setup) Ot-[fh[@]]” > @)-(3,cst(fh,[I”,,], fh[~]))[fh~[Ik,]]” 
%where @ = rh[@] u rwr,( fhh [I”,], fh, [I’&]). 
(solve) (3,,ch,CI~l) shCI”,l > (3,,cn, CT”cl) sh[T”,]. 
“A provided chO [8] -ll ,, chI[8], where ILn={I(i)li<n} 
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(elim) (3,cst(bv(CO, n), th[I”c~‘])uch[I~~‘])sh[I”,] 
> (3,-1ch[I”,-‘])sh[I;-‘]o,,{I(n):=th[~]}]. 
(triv) (3, mts) sh[@] > [t#~l. 
.> is the conversion relation determined by the four groups of rules. o> is the single 
step reduction relation, obtained by forming the congruence closure of .>. Finally, *> 
is the reflexive transitive closure of .>. The closure operations are restricted to well- 
formed entities. 
Definition (.>, e>). 
To express the soundness of the rewriting rules we define a map rs2ffrom rewriting 
situations to formulas and show that rewriting cannot make a false formula true. 
Thus, if an initial situation 0 k [S]’ can be transformed to true then 9 is a conse- 
quence of the formula corresponding to 0. 
Theorem (soundness). The relation *> dejned above is sound. That is, if@ *> @’ then 
rsZj”(@‘) implies rs2f(@). 
Proof. See Appendix C. 0 
The rules we have provided are highly localized and easy to understand. However, 
they involve much rearrangement of expressions. A next step in developing our theory 
is to define derived rules which can be understood as combinations of the local rules, 
but operate more efficiently. For example, one might like to avoid bubbling a con- 
straint out before solving if the solution is merely going to be bubbled back. To do 
this, one might want to take seriously the full path information in a binding point to 
determine variable binding dependencies, or carry along additional annotations. 
7. Concluding remarks 
Binding structures provide for visible variables, binding, and meta-variables as first 
class entities. The separation of visible variables into free and externally bound 
variables provides flexibility in operating on structures. This separation, combined 
with the concept of holes with associated substitutions which play the role of meta- 
variables, provides a means of presenting transformation rules that is as simple and 
compact as higher-order abstract syntax, and more expressive. Our notion of hole first 
arose as a means of representing symbolic computation. It provided crucial simplifica- 
tion of meta-theorems about program equivalence (cf. [16]). The specification of 
rewriting situations and transformation rules shows how problems such as renaming, 
keeping track of existential and universal variables, allowing for variables in the 
hypothesis of a rewrite rule that do not appear in the conclusion, and delayed solution 
of unification problems can be handled using binding structures. 
In the higher-order approach, expressions are represented as terms of a typed 
lambda calculus: object variables are represented as lambda variables, all binding is 
reduced to lambda binding, and substitution is represented as lambda application. 
The LF system [lo] uses lambda calculus with dependent types to represent syntax 
and rules in defining formal systems (logics). Pfenning and Elliot [24] introduces 
higher-order abstract syntax based on a polymorphic typed lambda calculus. This 
work generalizes ideas of Huet and Lang [ 121 for specifying program transformations 
using higher-order notation. Higher-order abstract syntax is the basis of a theory of 
notational definition [S, 91 and of lambda prolog and related logic programming 
languages [20,22]. Higher-order notations provide elegant solutions to many prob- 
lems such as expressing program transformation schemes, defining logical inference 
rules, etc. Variables are not object level entities, and hygiene is taken care of by the 
underlying lambda calculus. 
Our approach is distinguished from higher-order abstract syntax in separating the 
notion of binding from the equational theory of the lambda calculus and in emphasiz- 
ing a first-order, structural view of syntactic entities. In [26] we develop the tree 
structure view of binding structures, and provide a more traditional notation using 
variable names to specify binding relations. The various views of binding structures as 
abstract algebras or as labeled trees, together with the ability to represent binding via 
paths or variable names, provides great flexibility in manipulation of binding struc- 
tures. Operations can be described in a variety of ways: locally by structural recursion, 
globally in terms of tree domains and labels, or as relations on structures with named 
bound variables. The view of binding structures as trees directly provides for manip- 
ulation of substructure occurrences. The emphasis on structure provides a basis for 
representations that provide for sharing and modification of structures. 
Our focus has been on finding clear descriptions of operations on symbolic 
structures and on establishing a basis for defining generic tools. This led us to such 
notions as parameterized homomorphism and uniform reduction rules. Work on 
combinatory/higher-order rewriting systems [ 15, 231 should translate directly to 
binding structure notation and provide the basis for further development of the theory 
of uniform rewriting. The basic treatment of unification algorithms as transformations 
on systems of equations (cf. [7]) generalizes nicely to binding structures. This enriches 
the general framework for developing new unification problems and algorithms. 
Combining our notion of unification for binding structures with our generalized 
notion of equational theory provides a basis for extending existing work on unifica- 
tion modulo equational theories (E-unification) to binding structures. It provides 
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a framework for deriving algorithms for solving a wide range of problems that can be 
expressed as E-unification problems. An intriguing open question is whether or not 
there is a derivation of the Huet algorithm or of other approximate algorithms for 
higher-order unification within the uniform rewriting framework of binding structures 
that can provide new insight. Another area of application that we are just beginning to 
explore is that of representing notational definitions and hygienic macro expansion 
rules using binding structures. 
Binding structures provide a mechanism for directly generalizing a wide range of 
work on term algebras to languages with binding. This includes theories of programs 
as abstract data types [3] and work on concurrent rewriting systems [19]. Other 
related work includes operator schemes and explicit substitution theories. 
Operator schemes and generalized homomorphisms [6, 11,251 were introduced to 
enrich the notion of algebraic structure to allow families of carriers and maps between 
algebras of different signature. Operator schemes provide a means of specifying 
families of operations by associating a family of arities with each operator symbol. 
The notions of binding operator and operator scheme are complimentary. The 
information in a binding operator is purely structural. It is intended to specify the 
sharing relations established by application of a binding operation. The index and 
argument sets could as well be replaced by numbers, they are not intended to carry 
sort information. One could easily combine the two notions to have a useful notion of 
“binding operator scheme”. Generalized homomorphisms include both a signature 
morphism and a mapping on the carrier sorts of an algebra. Parameterized homomor- 
phisms on binding structures involve adjustment of parameters that are sensitive to 
binding context. It is needed to account for the extra structure introduced by binding 
relations rather than to account for change of signature. As with binding operators vs. 
operator schemes, the two notions seem complimentary, and should combine without 
difficulty. These extensions are good topics for future work. 
Theories of explicit substitutions have been a recent focus of attention (cf. Cl]). The 
objective is to give an elementary account of lambda calculi, in particular, of beta 
reduction, that can be directly implemented. The problem is that substitutions appear 
as meta-level objects rather than theory level objects in traditional formulations. To 
solve this problem, substitutions are made explicit, and can be manipulated at the 
theory level. In [l] an equational theory with a Church-Rosser set of rewrite rules is 
presented. A de Bruijn style notation is used, and their substitutions correspond to 
a composition of our adjustment and unbinding operations. Equations containing 
expression meta-variables are also considered. Formally, these meta-variables behave 
like the holes of our theory. In particular, normal form terms include terms corres- 
ponding to holes decorated with substitutions. This extension of the theory is not 
pursued, and the hole filling operation is not treated. 
So far, we have focused on understanding the theory of binding structures at an 
abstract level. This level is already useful for specification purposes. It is also intended 
to provide a clear semantic basis for developing efficient representations of binding 
structures and algorithms for manipulating them. There are a number of features to be 
added to our theory in order to meet long-term goals. These include: (1) annotations; 
(2) generic tools for structure walking, matching, and unification; and (3) representa- 
tion of binding structures in terms of mutable structures. 
Annotations are ubiquitous in symbolic manipulation systems. Compilers use them 
to record relations between compiled and source code. Rewriters annotate expressions 
with history or rewriting control information. To add annotations, one must provide 
mechanisms for creating annotated structures, for defining alternative notions of 
equality (depending upon how annotations are to be accounted for), and for lifting 
operations to annotated structures or making new annotations transparent to existing 
operations. 
A good example of the power of generic structure traversal algorithms is the “code 
walker” tool used in PCL, a portable implementation of the Common Lisp Object 
System described in [4]. This tool is used in the production of many further tools in 
Lisp environments, including code analyzers, macro definitions, and program trans- 
formers. 
In developing efficient representations of binding structures and programs 
for operating on binding structures it is important to provide mechanisms for 
structure sharing and reuse, and for operating destructively on structures in a 
sound manner. There needs to be mechanisms for automatic and semi-automatic 
refinement of abstract specifications, such as those presented above, into efficient 
implementations. It is also important to provide high-level constructs for expressing 
properties and invariants that suggest optimizations and insure their soundness. The 
work described in [ 16, 17,l S] provides a framework and tools for developing a theory 
of mutable binding structures that will meet these requirements. 
Appendix A: Derivation of beta conversion schema 
In this appendix we give the derivation of the beta conversion schema stated in 
Section 4. Before we begin the derivation, we state a few additional facts about 
adjustment and replacement operations. These laws mainly express properties related 
to hygiene conditions. 
Theorem (bvx). Substitution, unbinding, udjustment, and externally bound variables are 
related as follows: 
(1) ub( { (s, v):= fiO}, /I)= fl just if /II has no variables bound externally at (s, v): 
(s, v)$bvX(B). 
(2) flt(q, p)J(q, p)=fl just ifthere is no (q’, v) in bvX(p, p) with q’<q. 
(3) /I=sb({i:=bv(s, v)}, pO_ls) just Ilf(s, v’)EbvX(P) implies c'=v. 
Some useful consequences of (bvx, adj) and the compositional properties of adjust- 
ment and replacement are the following. 
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Corollary (bvx. adj repl). 
(4) ql[p, sl =qlsl(p, 4 and qt Cs, PI =crTh ~)f(b(a4)). 
(5) p r (4, p) J(q, p) = B just if D = B’ lb, P) for SOme P’ (by (4)). 
(6) ZffljT(q, p)l(q, P)=pjforj<& and P=sb({i+D~}, PI), then /If(q,P)L(q, P)=B. 
(7) If q’<q then ub({(Cq’, pl, ~:=Po}, Dl(q, p))f(q, p)=b’(by (1,2)). 
(8) ub(((q, v):=fv(i)j, sb({i:=bv(q, u), P.lq))=IRlq (b (ub.sb)). 
As an example of(4), we have qJFB-qLBJ[F, B] and qtFB=qf[F, B]fB. As an 
example of (2), we have /?t BJ B = b just if fi has no variables bound externally at (B, u) 
for any u: (Vu)((B, v)$bvX(~). 
We recall the beta conversion definition and theorem to be proved. 
Definition (beta conversion). 
PI B> br 0 (3% i)(h=Jil(% li) A pr=$l(cP, ri)), 
where 
li=app(lam(hol(l, {i:=bv(B, V)})), hol(&@), 
ri=ub({(B, V)T=hol(&@)j, hol(1, (i:=bv(B, V)})), 
Theorem (beta conversion): p/ B> pr just ij 
PI= app(lam(B,), PA 
P,=ub(f(B, V):=L&), B,f(F> B)) tB> 
for some PI, BZ suck that, letting flj =ub( {(B, V):=fv(i)}, /I1 r( F, B)), the following 
hold: 
(1) P,T(F> B)L(Y B)=P,> 
(2) 82 ?A@= h, and 
(3) 83 t BlB=/33. 
Proof. For the forward implication, assume /3(=jl(cp, 1) and /$=J;l(q, r) for some 
i and cp. Then by the equations for J;l 
B/=jfil(% app(lam(hol(l, {i:=bv(B, V)})), hW,8))) 
= app(lam(PI), Bz), 
where 
p,=sb({i:=bv(B,V)},cp(l)JFB), 
8z=c~(2)1A. 
From this we see, by (bvx,adj), that 
B1 t(F, B)l(F, B)=P,, 
PI t(F, B)=@{i:=WB, VI}, cp(l)lB), 
b’ztAlA=8~ 
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P3tB=(p(3) % by (ub.sb) 
This establishes the conditions for Bj. Now we must show that ,$ has the desired form 
$fil(cp, uh({(B,V):=ho1(2,~)}, holtl, {i:=bv(B,V)}))), 
=sM{i:=cpP)), CPU)) 
=sb(ji:=/&rA},B3tB) 
=sh({i:=/&fA}, /jltB)lBfB 
=sb({i:=flz}> i&)TB % by (3) 
=ub({(B,V):=fir),plT(F,B))TB % by (sb.ub) since i$j~I(/?,) 
and the forward implication is established. To establish the backward implication. 
assume that 
h=am(lam(81), 821, 
br=ub({(B,V):=/b$, BjT(F, B))TB, 
for some fil, f12 that satisfy (l-3). Let i$fcI(fll) and 
c~(f)=/&rB> 
d2)=82TA 
Then by the argument for the forward implication, 
$&cp, r)=ub({(B,V):=pz:, PI T(F, B))fB 
and to establish 
.Mcp, I)= aPP(lam(Br), f12), 
we need only show that 
The equation for p2 follows from the definition of (p(2) and (2). 
sh(ji:=bv(B,V)}, cp(l)lFB) 
=sb({i:=bv(B,v)}, P3f~lFB) % defn q(l) 
=sb({i:=bv(B,V)), f131(F, B)) % (3) 
=sb((i:=bv(B,V)}, ub((B,V):=fv(i)}, PI)) % (I), defn P3, (adj.repl) 
= PI % (sb.ub), hyp i. Cl 
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Appendix B: Soundness and completeness of unification 
In this appendix we prove the soundness and completeness of the unification rules 
given in Section 5. 
B.I. v-unification 
We let mk’(x)=fv(x) if xeId, v@(x)= bv(x) if xEBpt. The set of visible variables 
Vis(/?) of a binding structure fi is the set of free-variable identifiers together with the set 
of external binding points, Vis(p) =fvZ(/?) LJ bvX (mt, /Q. For a v-unification problem 
(S, X) we let @“(S, X) denote the set of v-unifiers of (S, X). 
Definition (Most general v-unijer). A v-unifier p~@“(& X) is most general if for any 
other p,,&“(S, X) we can find a map pi (with domain restricted to unifiables) such 
that p. =pl o,,P. 
Definition (Solved form). A v-unification problem (S, X) is in solved form if S = 
(mk’(xi) -mt pili<n} such that X~EX f or i < n, and xi # xj for i <j < n, and .~i $Vis(fij) 
for i, j<n. 
Definition (mgu). For (S, X) in solved form as above, we define the solution to be 
P?UJU(S, X)=(Xi:=pili<n). 
Lemma (solved.mgu). Zf (S, X) is in solved ,form, then mgu(S, X) is the most general 
unifier of (S, X). 
Proof. Clearly, nrgu(S, X)E%“(S, X). If dam(p) c X and p~%‘(s, X), then by the form 
of a solved system, posu mgu(S, X)=p. 0 
Definition (failedform). A v-unification problem (S, X) is in failedform if S contains 
an equation pO-P D1 with /3,, not equal to pi such that one of the following conditions 
holds: 
(i) pj=mk’(x) for some xcXJp, and one of 
(i.1) PI-j#Pl-jTPlP9 
(i.2) p=mt and XEV is(pl-j). 
(ii) pj$mk”(XJP) for j< 2, and a0 and pi have distinct constructors (fv(i) is distinct 
from fv(i’) for if i’, and from bv(b), hol(i’) for any i’, and from ho(o), etc.). 
Lemma (failed). If an v-uni$cation problem (S, X) is in failed form, then @“(S, X) is 
empty. 
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Theorem (Unify). 
(i) The u-rules (of Section 5.2) presertle the set qf wmijers. More precisely, if (S, X) 
is un v-unification problem and SHx S’, then 4Y”(S, X)= gZv(S’, X) (and (S’, X) is a c- 
unijcation problem). 
(ii) For any w@cation problem (S, X) there is a system S’ such that (S, X) can be 
transformed (in finitely many steps) to (S’, X), and either (S’, X) is in solved form or 
(S’, X) is in ,fuiled form. 
Proof. (ii) follows from the observation that if (S, X) is neither solved nor failed then 
there is a rule that applies yielding a problem that is smaller according to a suitable 
well-founded measure. 
To prove (i), we assume SF+, S’ and show that p solves (S, X) iff p solves (S’, X). We 
consider cases according to the rule applied. 
Cuse 1: Trivial. 
Case 2: Assume XEX and x$Vis(fl). Then 
p&?P(Su {mk’(x) bmt p), X) 0 p~4!/“(S, X) A su(p, mk”(x))= su(p, /3) 
0 ~o,{x:=~)~~2C~(S,X)Asu(p,mk’(x))=su(p,~) 
% since by hypothesis on fl, p o, {x:= fl} = p. 
0 PEG!~(su({x:=~J, S)ujmk’(x) -,,/I}, X). 
Case 3: 
p&/‘(Su (hol(i, CT,,) zp hol(i, a,)), X) 
o ~E?/“(S, X)Asu(pljp, hol(i, aO))=su(pU p, hol(i, ol)) 
9 p&‘(S, X) A (Vjj’Edom(~,)udom(a,))su(pup, oO(fv(j))) 
=su(pUp, OI(fV(j))) 
0 p&‘*(Su{(l.,aa())(j) kp(loo ool)(j)lj~dom(ao)udom(al)),X). 
Case 4: 
p&“(Su {bo(o, /L) A,, bo(o, cl’)), X) 
0 &/‘(S, X) A su(pup, bo(o, p))=su(pUP> bo(o, P’)) 
0 ~EP”(S, X) A (VsEargs(o))su(pUCp, sl, &)))=su(PUCP, sl, P’(4) 
0 /EJ#“(S, u (I*(s) - Ip. ,, P’(S)/= aW(o)), X). 
Case 5: Assume XEX, 
pdi’(Su{mk”(xlp) -,Blp),X) 
0 ~EJ~(“(S, X) A su(p,mk”(.x))=su(p,B) 
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% by distributivity of adjustment over replacement. 
0 p&z’(Su {m/?(x) Nmt /?I, X). 
B.2. h-unification 
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We first show that the h-rules (of Section 5.3) are sound. We then define h-failed 
form, h-pre-solved form, and show that these are complete in the sense that they 
transform an h-unification problem into either h-failed form or h-pre-solved form, i.e. 
they decide whether or not there is a unifier. Finally, we show how to obtain a most 
general unifier from a system in h-pre-solved form. We let holZ(B) denote the set of 
identifiers of holes occurring in the binding structure, 8. For an h-unification problem 
(S, I) we let ah(S, I) denote the set of h-unifiers of (S, I). 
The following technical lemma is needed for the proof of soundness. 
Lemma (h.ub.fil). Zf hol(i, P) -,, /I is an h-equation ouer I, i$holZ(b) and dom(cp) c I, 
then 
ub(a-‘,fiVcpuP, P)=Pl(cpUp, ub(a-‘, P)). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of p. 0 
Theorem (h-soundness). The h-rules preserve the set of h-un$ers. More precisely, i;f 
6% 1 ) 
and 
is an h-uni$cation problem and SF-+,,,. S’, then (S’, I’) is an h-uni@ation problem 
cpE%P(S, I) 0 (3$ 3 ~)@E%h(S’, I’). 
Proof. The argument for ne{ 1,2,3,4} is the same as for soundness of the v-rules. 
Case 5.1: Assume iEZ, j$dom(a) 
cp@&‘(S u { hol(i, 0) hp fv( j)}, I) 
0 cp&tih(S, I) A &(a, cp(i)Jp)=fv( j) 
0 q&Qh(S, I) A cp(i)=fv( j) % since hol(i, a) hp fv( j) is an 
% h-equation 
o q&2ih(Su { hol(i, 8) -mt fv( j)}, I). 
Case 5.2a,b: Similar to (5.1). 
Case 5.3: Assume iEZ. j#Z, i$holZ(a’), i, fresh for xEdom(cr’), Z*={i,Ix~dom(a’)}, 
and D* =/2x~dom(0’). hol(i,, 8). Let PO*, with domain I*, be defined by 
Then 
cp~++‘~(Su { hol(i, C) -p hol(j, c’)), I) 
o Cp*Oli, cpEYh(SU{hOl(i, ~) -p hOl(j, ~‘)1 
uihol(i,~)--,,hol(j,a*)),I*). 
Since &(a, cp(i)Jp)= hol(j,,fil(cpup, c’)), then by (h.ub.fil) 
C&)=ub(C1, hol(j,fil(cpUp, a’)))tp=hol(j,fil(cp, ub(o-‘, ~‘)TP)). 
Cuse 5.4: Assume ill, i$holl(p), i, fresh for sedom(p), I*= {i,(sEdom(p)), and 
p*=k~dom(p). hol(i,, (T,), where (T,~ is an injection with fresh domain and range 
{bv(s, u)l(s, Zj)Ebrel(o)\i. Let cp*, with domain I*, be defined by 
q*(4)=.fil(cp, uNo,l, ub(o- l us, ,@))t(P, s))Ts). 
Then 
cp~@~(Su{hol(i, o-) hP bo(o, p)), I) 
o cp*Ofil’PEJUh(SU(hOl(i,(T) “pbO(O,p)) 
u { hol(i, 8) -mt bo(o, I_L*) ), I*), 
Since if sb(o, q(i)lp)=bo(o, l.s.jll(cp~pJs, p(s))), then by (h.ub.fil) 
~(i)=bo(o,;is.,fi~(~‘,s,t~b(~~‘~s,~(s))~(p,s))). z 
Definition (k--uiledfirm). An h-unification problem (S, I) is infailedfirm if S contains 
an equation /&, -,, fll with PO not equal to /?r such that one of the following conditions 
holds: 
(i) Bj= hol(i, a) for some ill, and one of 
(i.1) fll_j=fv(j’) with j’Edom(o), 
(i.2) PI _ j = bv(q, v) with q <p and bv(q, tl)#rng(c), 
(i.3) /?r _j= hol(j’, a’) with j’$l and iEkoll(ci’), 
(i.4) pl_j=bo(o,p) and i~koll(p). 
(ii) Bj not of th e f orm flj= hol(i, aj) for j< 2, and PO and fll have distinct con- 
structors (fv(i) is distinct from fv(i’) for i # i’, and from bv(h), hol(i’) for any i’, and 
from ho(o), etc.). 
Lemma (failed). If‘an h-unijcation problem (S, I) is in k-failed fbrm, then jtih(S, I) is 
empty. 
Definition (k-pre-solvedfirm). An h-unification problem (S, I) is in k-pre-solvedform if 
S=S,uS’, where S,=(hol(x,@) -mt~s~~~IO}, and IO ~1, and x$ko/I(fl,) for 
x, YEI,,, and S’ contains only equations of the form hol(iO, ao) yP hol(i,, ol), where 
iO, ir~l- IO, and at least one of 0 O, rrl is nonempty (maps some identifier to a bound 
variable). 
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Theorem (h-completeness). The h-rules transform an h-system into h-pre-solved form or 
reach an h-failed form. 
Proof. Similar to that for v-unification. 0 
Theorem (h-solved). Let (S, I)= (SO US’, IO u I’) be in h-pre-solved form as in the 
definition above. Then we can find 
(a) I,, I2 such that I’=I,ul,, I,nI,=@; 
(b) injections Pj with range fv(Id) and ijEI,for jEI,; and 
(c) h-equations hol(j, 8) -P, hol( j, aj)for jEI2, 
such that letting S1, S2, be dejned by 
Sl= (hol(j, 8) -mt hol(ij, Pj)IjEI, }, 
SZ = { hol( j, 8) -,,, hol(j, aj)I jEIz ), 
we have 
cp&Ph(S, I) 0 cp&Yh(SouS1 us,, I). 
We call (SO US, uSz, IO v I1 ul,) an h-solved form of (S, I). 
Proof. The idea is to replace each equation hol(iO, aO) mP hoI ol) by an equivalent 
pair of the form 
( fv) nol(i,, 0) -p hol(i,, a), 
(rel) hold, 8) Nrnt hoWI, ~1, 
where (fv) is an h-equation that expresses the constraint on the set of free variables 
that can occur in a solution at il implicit in the original equation, and p is a renaming 
map that establishes a l-l correspondence between free variables allowed to occur 
in a solution at i, and those at il. If iO=il then p is empty and at most (fv) is 
nontrivial. 0 
Theorem (h-mgu). Let (S, I) be in h-pre-solved form and let (SO u S1 vS2, I, u I1 u I,) 
be an h-solved form of (S, I). Let qo, cpl be the obvious jilling maps associated with 
So, S,. Let cpz have domain I2 such that q:(j)= hol(j*, aT)for jel,, where the j* are 
fresh hole identifiers, dom(aj*)=dom(oj), and oj* is an injection mapping its domain 
into fresh free variables. Then 
Appendix C: Rewrite situations 
In this appendix we give the rules for transforming rewrite situations, sketch a proof 
of soundness, and give a simple example of rewriting using these rules. 
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C.I. Tran$vmation rules 
We begin with some definitions and notation. In order to reflect our view of 
constraints as unordered pairs, and multisets as unordered lists, we introduce some 
equations and consider two binding structures to be equal if they have the same 
construction modulo the induced equivalence relation: 
cst(hol(0, ‘d), hol( 118)) = cst( hol( 1, @), hol(O, @)), 
mtsu hol(O, 8)= hol(l, 8)~ mts= hoi(O,@), 
hol(O, 8) LI hol( I,@) = hol( I,@) u hol(O, ‘$), 
To provide an interface to the unification theory, we define a map c2u from constraint 
sets to unification systems: 
c2tr(mts)=@, 
For manipulation of multiple-arity quantifiers, it is convenient to define some families 
of substitution maps. Let Enum be the set of enumerations (without repetition) of 
identifiers: Enum={I~Nat-+Id~(V’i#j~Nat)I(i)#I(j)}. For IEEnum, qEBp, and 
112, n kENat, we let IL n = jI(j)lj< n> and define the following substitutions maps: 
I:“‘“=iI(j):=bv(q,j)(nzdj<nj, 
1: “={I(j):=bv(q,j)(j<k} u{I(j+l):=bv(q,j)lk<j<n~. 
The rules for transforming rewrite situations 1(I) > r(1) are parameterized by IEEnum. 
Rules for each of the main groups - rewrite rule application, formula decomposition, 
situation normalization, and validity detection- are presented in the tables below. 
Table entries consist of the rule name together with the left I(I) and right r(1) sides. We 
give only rules for formulas with positive sign. Those for negative sign are the obvious 
duals. A superscript d on the rule name signifies that the rule goes in both directions. 
sgn is a sign-an element of (0, l } and 1 sgn is the opposite sign. a(3) abbreviates 
3 and e(3) abbreviates -Y 3 
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Applying rewrite rules: 
Name I(I) r(I) 
(setup,)’ @I- [fh[0]]=” ot(3,cst(fh,IIncol,sgn(m101))) IfhhCGolol 
(solve,)f (Lcho[I:l)sh[I:l (3, ch, II:l)sh[I:l 
(elim,) (&cst(bv(CO, j), th[I%i’]) (3,-, ch[I~‘])sh[I~‘o,,{I(j):=th[0]}] 
uch[IkT’]) sh[I;] 
(triv)d (3, mts)sh[@] sh@] 
(t) where 0 stands for rh[0] urwr,(fh,[I&], a[IE]) 
(t) provided c2u(chO[0]) ~,~,cZu(ch, [@I]) 
Formula decomposition rules: 
Name 1(I) r(I) 
WA) cmo[OIAm,cO1l~ ImoIOll”)~lmI1OIJ” 
(fd.v) [m,[Olvm,rOllc ~~~,(t~~s,~m,rOl~~[moCOll“ 
(rd.1 ) [1 m,[01]‘@ [fb[011~~~” 
WV,) I(~.)mIGJl‘ (‘d”)[mK,ll” 
(fd.3,) UWmlGll (3, mts)ImGFllC 
Situation normalizing rules: 
Name I(I) r(I) 
(sn. n .c)~ 
(sn. n .a)d 
(sn.k.d)d 
(sn. n.i)d 
(sn.tn)d 
(sn.V, n)d 
(sn.3,n)d 
(sn.v”F)d 
(sn.3,+) 
(sn.V,V,)d 
(sn.3,3,)d 
(sn.V,) 
shl 101 n sh2 CO1 
(sho[OlnshlCOl)~sh~lO1 
rho[0]t(ml[0J~sh[0J) 
mtsk sh[0] 
rh[0]~sh,[0]n(shz[0]) 
(V,)(sh, [I;])nsbz[0] 
(S,ch[I;])(sh, [I:])n shz@] 
rh[@] k(V,)sh[I:] 
rh[0]t-(~.cb[ra])(sh[I~]) 
(V,)(V,)sh[I~,uI~“~“‘] 
(3,ch,[I~])(3,chz[I~,uI~“+‘“]) 
sh[I”,,uI;“+“‘] 
Shz 101 n shl 101 
sh,COln(shllOJnsh,COl) 
rho 101 u rh, [01 k sh[01 
shL0J 
(rh[0lcsh,Cl?])n(rh,[0ltsh~[0I) 
(V,)(sh,CI~,JnshzC01) 
(3,ch[I~J)(sh,[In,olnshz[01) 
(V’,I(rh[0ltsh[I:,l) 
(3.ch[r”,])(rh[0l~sh[I”E,l) 
(V,+n)sh[I:+“‘l 
(3,_,ch,[I~,]uch,[I~:“l)sh~~~“‘l 
(V,)(3,ch[I;“+“‘])sh[I;,uI;“+“‘] (3,ch[I;“-“‘])(V~)sh[I;uI;;;+“‘] 
Validity detection rules: We let true abbreviate [true]” 
Name l(I) r(I) 
(vd. t-)d rh[0] E true true 
(vd. n) truen sh[0] sB [0] 
(vd.V,)d (V,)true true 
(vd. j,)d (3, mts)true true 
Recall that .> is the conversion relation determined by the four groups of rules: O> is 
the single-step reduction relation, obtained by forming the congruence closure of .>; 
and a> is the reflexive transitive closure of .>. 
C.?. Soundness of rewriting 
We begin by defining a map rs2f from rewriting situations to formulas. This map 
provides a semantics for rewriting situations. We then show that rewriting cannot 
make a false formula true. Thus, if an initial situation 0 t [S]” can be transformed to 
true then 3 is a consequence of the formula corresponding to 0. 
To define rsqf‘we also define auxiliary maps: rr2f on rewrite rule sets, and c2f on 
constraint sets. These maps formalize the informal explanation of the interpretation of 
rewrite rules, constraints and situations given at the beginning of this section. 
Definition (rs2.L rr2f; df), 
rsZf([9]‘)=i 3, 
rs2f(@on@,)=rs2f(@o)Ars2.f(@l), 
rs2f(O k @) = rr2f (O)-rs2f(@). 
rs2.f( V’, @) = Vn rs2f( @), 
rs2f‘(3,C)~)=(~,)(c2f’(C)lOArs2f(~)ll), 
rr2f (mts) = true, 
rr2,f(Oou0,)=rr2,f(00)Arr2f‘(0,), 
rr2f(rwr,($h, v+“))=V~($~~O * $‘1 I), 
L?f‘( mts) = true, 
c?f(C,uC,)=cZf(C,)Ac2f(C,), 
c2f(cst(9,, 3,))=(9,EQ~), 
c‘?f'(cst(7(),7~))=(7,=7l). 
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Theorem (soundness). The relation *> dejined above is sound. That is, if@ *>@I then 
rs2f(@‘) implies rs2f(@). 
Proof. Since rewrite situation holes occur only positively, and implication is transi- 
tive, it suffices to show that if @.>@’ then rs2f(@‘) implies rs2f(@). This is done by 
considering each rule separately. To carry out the analysis, we first must make precise 
the meaning of formulas. They have the usual Tarskian semantics-generalizing the 
usual notion of assignment in a model to assign values to both free and externally 
bound variables. We will omit the tedious details. 
C.3. A rewriting example 
We consider the problem of establishing the goal 
{(vx,Y>z)(x<YAY<z *x<z), 1<2,2<3, 3<4}E1<4. 
This is represented as the rewrite situation 
where we fix enumerations I and J such that I(O)= x, I(l)= y, 1(2)=z, and J(O)=y, 
and define3 
O={r 0, rl,r2, r3 12 
rO=rwrjWhCIiI, ti”CI21), 
rj=rWro(true,j<j+ 1) for jE{l, 2,3), 
l+P= fv(x) < fv(y) A fv(y) < fv( z), 
*” = fv(x) < fv( 2). 
The initial situation is transformed into true via the following sequence of rule 
applications. For key stages we give the resulting rewrite situation @j+ 1, and informal 
justification, and the name of the rules applied to obtain ~j+ 1 from ~j. It is left to the 
reader to determine the filling map and check the rule application. 
(1) @i =o~(3,cat(tiG0], 1~4mw~1~1~ 
% apply r. (setup3). 
(2) ~2=O~_(33CSt(fV(X)CI~OOl, ~~~~~~~f~~~~C~~,ol~4~~~C~hl”C~~I~ 
% constraint solving (solve,). 
(3) @,=0~(3,mts)([l<fv(y)Afv(y)<4]“[J~]) 
% eliminating solved constraints (elim,, elim2). 
(4) ~4=(31mts)((Ol-[l<fv(y)]“)n(Ol-[fv(y)<4]”))[J~] 
% moving 3, out (sn.3, I-), decomposing A(fd. A), distributing k((sn. t- n). 
3 We write S[u] for sb(a, 9) to (hopefully) simplify reading of the notation 
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(5) @s=(3,mts)((OE[30cst(l <2,1 <fv(y)))[true]“) 
n(@~[CfvW<‘T)KJkl 
% apply Y, in the left conjunct (setup,), 
(6) 0i6=(31mts)((3,cst(l<2, 1 <fv(y)))(OE[fv(y)<4]“))[Jk] 
% pulling j0 out (sn.j,t-, sn.3, n) and eliminating true. 
(7) @T-(31 cst(1 ~2, 1 <fv(y))CJ~1)(0t[fv(y)<4]0)[J~] 
% collapsing existentials (sn.3,3,). 
(8) 4,=Ok[2<4]’ 
% solving the constraint and eliminating (solve,, elim,, triv). 
(9) @9=(3,mts)((OE[2<fv(y)]“)n(Ot[fv(y)<4]”))[J&] 
% applying r. again, solving and eliminating constraints, normalizing. 
(10) @,,=(~,cst(2<3,2<fv(y))[J;])(@E[fv(y)<4]’))[J;] 
% applying r2 in the left conjunct, bubbling El0 out and collapsing with 3,. 
(11) @,,=OE[3<4]” 
% solving and eliminating constraint. 
(12) @,,=OE(!l,cst(3<4,3<4))[true]” 
% applying r3. 
(13) 4,,=OE[true]’ 
% solving, and eliminating the trivial constraint. 
and we are done. 
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